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And its “Tommy This” and “Tommy That”,
And “Chuck 'im out, the brute”.
But it's “Saviour of 'is country”
When the guns begin to shoot.

'Tommy'
Rudyard Kipling





Introduction

These rules were written to fight Company level wargames.  They are primarily written for infantry 
actions  of  a  few platoons  per  side.   Though  more  varied  weaponry  is  dealt  with  in  Part  II  – 
Additional/Optional Rules, and vehicles in Part III, you should play a couple of games with just the 
basic rules- basic infantry sections of rifles, LMGs and Platoon Leaders (though I do not harbour 
any illusions that  experienced wargamers  will  not 'throw everything on the table'  for their  first 
game, then wonder why they are having trouble remembering all the rules!1)

Part of the reason to play with just basic rules to start with is to get used to the fact the firer does 
NOT roll any shooting dice.  Instead he distributes 'Fire Markers' among eligible targets.  These are 
not resolved until the target itself is activated.  Given that activation is random order, one unit can 
come under multiple fire attacks before it gets a chance to move or fire.  Only when it declares an 
action  are  all  Fire  Markers  against  it  resolved.   This  is  to  add uncertainty  to  your  role  as  the 
Company Commander: you have no idea how bad the enemy is hurt, or whether your troops are 
going to be in any state to go forward.

I have tried to keep the same mechanic throughout the rules to make it so as much as possible 
players can hold all the rules in their heads- about the only common figures you may have to look 
up are the fire-power figures for the different weapons.

Special  Mention  to  those on The Miniatures  Page website  who responded so positively  to  the 
original idea of Delayed Resolution, around which the game is build, and for all their advice on 
various aspects especially:

Quidveritas

Donlowry

John D Salt

Martin Rapier

Ross McPharter (!)

even if I discarded ideas, I considered them against what was already written, and their comments 
run like invisible webs through these rules.

1 You know we've all done it.
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PART I  Basic Rules–
Definitions/Organisation

Terminology
• 1 cm on the table=  5m (1:500 scale).

• Turn –  A turn is the period between reshuffles- drawing a Joker ends the turn

• Base.  A square(ish) piece of card representing 2-4 men.  The game was written with my 
pre-based troops in mind, so throughout the rules ‘A Base’ is 30mm square.  Mine have 3-4 
10mm troops on.  However I am not going to be prescriptive- an inch, inch and a half, etc. 
makes no real difference.  If you want to use a Warhammer 40k Imperial Guard Trooper as 
one base go ahead- just be sure you know what represents what. . In 6mm the verical scale 
will be the same as the table scale, giving indication of what the ranges really looks like. If 
you have got big figures and thus bigger bases you may wish to double all distances Or not- 
it’s up to you.

• A Unit represents a Section or equivalent- 2-4 bases, equalling about 7 to 12 men.

•  ‘Contact’ means that a base is within a base width (approx) of another base- they are in 
Contact.  If you  must have an actual distance then 3cm.  However really you should play 
nicely- if it looks about a base width, and it was meant to be, then the bases are in Contact.

• In Command – A base in contact with its section leader, or in contact with a base from the 
same unit that is itself in Command

• Close Combat- A base that is in Contact with an enemy base is in Close Combat with it

• Identifier.  Each unit is assigned a ‘Playing card’ title as an identifier- e.g. Ace Clubs. I 
suggest BLACK for Axis, RED for Allies

• Activation- Drawing the  unit Identifier card from the pack, allowing that Unit to act.

• Fire markers – markers (or dice or something) to show how much fire is to be resolved 
against a unit or base. IMPORTANT NOTE: Fire Markers DO NOT just represent incoming 
bullets.  They are what armies call 'friction'.  Thus the Hits scored are not just deaths and 
wounds, but the psychological state of the men deteriorating in combat. See also 'Kill'.

• Hit Resolution – when a base attempts to do something it must first work out the effects of 
any Fire Markers it has.  These are removed as soon as they are resolved.

• To Hit number- the number that must be equalled or exceeded to score a hit. Each die that 
hits is thrown again for on the Hit Resolution table.

• Hit- any Fire result that causes the Base to be Pinned or Suppressed.

• Miss- any Fire result that either scores less than the To Hit number, or 'Hits' but scores a '1' 
on the Hit Resolution table.

• Pin – a state where the base is able to return fire, but will not move

• Suppress – A state where a base will undertake no fire or move action.

• Kill – does not necessarily represent dead men- it should properly be called a ‘mission kill’- 
it means one or two men on the base are no longer combat effective- either through actually 
being killed, wounds, or just too scared to carry on in this battle. A Base that suffers a Kill is 
also Suppressed
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• Kill Marker - Marker to show that a Kill has been made against that base.  A 
second Kill removes the base

• Opportunity Activation – A unactivated unit activating because an enemy 
moved through its Line of Sight

• Hunker  Down  – A  sort  of  ‘voluntary  Suppression’  where  a  unit  makes 
maximum use of cover.  The unit is harder to hit, but may not take any other 
action that turn.  However it does NOT count as Suppressed for Close Combat 
purposes.

• Line of Sight (LoS) – a line directly between the middle of two bases. If it is 
blocked then they can not see each other.

• Crewed Weapon – Weapons that require a number of people to operate and 
move  them.   Note  LMGs  are  NOT  included  in  this  definition  for  game 
purposes as one man can set them up and fire them.  Crewed Weapons are 
HMGs, Mortars and Anti Tank weapons, such as PIATs.

• Command Type – Rules that govern how separated Bases from the same unit 
can be.

2
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Units
Each unit is 2-4 Bases, representing a section/squad- about 8-12 men.  Usually this is 
an LMG plus 6-8 riflemen.  3 to 4 Units, plus a Platoon Leader makes a platoon. 
Each player should command at least 1 platoon- in multi player games each one could 
be the Platoon Leader.  Platoons may also have other support weaponry- an anti tank 
weapon like a PIAT or Bazooka, and a 2 inch mortar.

3-4 Platoons make a Company, with Company Commander and support weapons.  In 
the game this is about 15 Units- about twhat one player can easily handle.

Note that this is 'Paper Strength'- units in combat would often be smaller as casualties 
took their toll.

Identifying Units
Each Unit is assigned an identifier that corresponds to a card in a normal card deck- 
red for Allies, black for Axis.

Shuffle those cards that have been used for identifiers together, along with one Joker.

EXAMPLE. Germans have 6 units titled Ace, King, Queen, Jack, 10, 9 of Clubs
U.S has 8 units - Ace, King, Queen, Jack, 10, 9, 8, 7 of Diamonds
Take those 14 cards out of the pack and shuffle together with a joker, giving a 15 card 
pack. (Put rest back in the box out of the way!)

Platoon Leaders have second card (if possible the same card in the `sister suit'- e.g. 
[AC] and [AS])

For the rest of these rules cards will be identified by value initial/number (A, K, Q, J, 
and T for 10) and suit initial (S, H, D, C) like thus [AC] = Ace of Clubs, or [9H] for 9 
of Hearts.

3
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Terrain and Cover
Terrain features are represented on the table in various ways.

Table 1: Cover types and effects

Type Example
Blocks
LoS

High Linear High wall, Bocage Yes
Low Linear Low wall, fence, low rise in ground No
Area- Woods Area of wood land represented  by marked area 

between 10cm x 10cm and 10cm x20cm.
May also be a field with tall crops (ie anything 
over about 3-4 feet)

Yes*

Area- Rough Rubble, ploughed field No
Area- Building Building- Template  between 5cm and 15cm per 

side.
Yes

All these provide Cover for purposes of firing.  For Linear terrain the Base must be 
physically touching it to claim cover across the linear piece.  High Linear does NOT 
block line of sight if either target or firer is physically against it.  A base is in Area 
Cover if the whole base is in cover.

*Woods can be seen into for an unlimited distance,  but the LoS may not exit 
Woods that it entered.  For larger woods place multiple templates together and 
touching

In the following example the Green bounded areas are all woods

Illustration 1: Lines of Sight example

A can see B, but not C, D, or E
B can see A, C and D, but not E
C can see B and D, but not A or E
D can see B, C, and E, but not A
E can see only D.

4
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Note that on the right is in reality only one wood- but to represent the depth of sight 
through it is made from multiple areas.

HILLS are higher ‘low rises’ and have a ridge line running along the longest axis. 
The ridge counts as low cover for ALL units behind it (not just those against it). LoS 
can be traced anywhere onto a hill, but not also off it- like woods.

Illustration 2: Line of Sight and Cover on Hills

A can shoot at B as being in the open
A can shoot at C, but C can count the (dotted) ridge as cover
A can not see D

B and C can both shoot A as being in the open.

5
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Play

Pregame
Before the game starts players will need to make sure they both agree on common 
things:

● Wind Direction and Strength.  If determined before the game, the first time 
wind needs to be taken into account in the game it  automatically becomes 
'Medium', and blows parallel to the players table edge, from Allied left/Axis 
right.

● Terrain definitions-  both players  should understand what terrain represents, 
and what effects it has.

● Initial set up of troops, objectives and game length.

Once the table and troops are set out play proceeds by a card being drawn. That unit 
activates.  The next card is then drawn: - see Activation.

If a joker is drawn then the current turn ends.  All activated units become Unactivated, 
and whatever marker you used is removed (I have coins with the suit symbol and 
value printed on them to label each unit I.D.- on activation these are flipped over.  To 
unmark activation these are then flipped 'right side' up.)

6
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Activation

The unit with the identifier of the drawn card may Activate.  When it has finished, 
mark  it  as  activated  and  draw  the  next  card.   One  side  may  get  consecutive 
activations.   If  you draw a joker then shuffle the pack.   All  units have activation 
markers removed.  This means on average only half the units will act in a turn.

The combination of these two means that it is possible that one side may get to keep 
moving units, then a reshuffle happens and ALL THOSE UNITS GO AGAIN!  War 
is hell.  More to the point the game represents short periods of time, with NCOs trying 
to motivate men in a confused and confusing environment- the men may not be quick 
enough to react to the enemy.

Units may also activate on Opportunity (see page 20).

A unit does not have to act- it may decide to Hold.  If the player wishes to do this the 
unit is NOT marked as activated, but the card is still put in the discard pack for the 
next shuffle.  It may then Activate at any point on Opportunity.

An activated unit  may not always act  as the player  wishes.  At the point the unit 
Activates the player resolves any fire against it- see firing.  Once that fire is resolved 
then the player may then act with the unit, limited by the firing results.

During Activation a unit may (if allowed) do one of the following:
• Hunker Down
• Fire
• Move (and possibly fire on the move, but it still counts as a Move action)
• Recover

Different bases may do different things. Bases in Contact that fire must fire at the 
same target.

All actions for the bases in a unit are declared before any Hit Resolution takes place.

7

I never worry about action, only inaction.

Winston Churchill
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Movement

A Base that declares Movement resolves Fire 
Markers on a To Hit number of 4+

A Base must have Line of Sight to its Unit Leader to be able to move.  Only one 
Move order per activation can be given.  If the Move order is given to more than one 
base then all bases must be in Contact with at least one other Moving base, and must 
finish movement in Contact with another Moving Base.

The practical effect of this is if you separate your bases into two or more groups, then 
part  of the unit  will  be unable to move.   Bases that  are moving together must  be 
declared as such, and move together.  You may not move one base to see if it attracts 
Opportunity Fire, then move the second base.

In addition it must also fulfil the criteria given under ‘Command Type’ in its army 
list.

Command Types

Type A
A base must start OR end its movement In Command.

Type B
Rifles must stay in Contact with other rifles in the unit.  The rifles may move without 
the MG staying in Contact i.e. the MG is stationary. Any MG in the unit may move 
separately, but must start OR end in Command.

Type C
Rifles must stay in Contact with other rifles in the unit.  The rifles may move without 
the MG staying in Contact- i.e. the MG is stationary. Any MG in the unit may move 
separately, but must END in Command.

Type D
All Bases in a unit must stay in Contact at all times.

After Fire Markers are resolved then the Unit may declare Fire and Movement, or just 
plain Movement.

8

The ideal line of advance provides concealment and cover from fire 
throughout its length, and will offer good fire positions and 
observation points en route.  Before any movement is begun the 
possible lines of advance must be reconnoitred, and a decision 
reached as to the most suitable.

Home Guard Manual
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Move Distances
Movement only - the Base(s) may move up to 15cm.
Fire and Movement-  The  base(s)  may move  up to  10cm.   See  “Firing  on the 
Move” in the ‘Firing’ Section.  Firing happens before Movement., and has a restricted 
arc of fire.

Crossing High linear terrain takes 5 cm off the movement.
Entering or moving through Cover takes 5cm off the movement.

Movement Examples

Type A- 
Leader “1” may move, OR move ‘2’ and ‘3’ 
together  (as  long  as  they  end  In  Command) 
OR move just 2 OR move just 3.  Note- if “2” 
was the Leader he could move “1” to him, or 
“3” away from him (see ‘Type A’ rules above)

Type A- 
Leader “1” may move, OR move just ‘2’ OR 
move  just  ‘3’.   Only  ONE base  may  move 
here,  because  no  bases  are  in  Contact,  and 
only one Move order may be given

Type A- 
Because ‘2’ and ‘3’ are both in Command, the 
Leader “1” could stay still, and move ‘2’ and 
‘3’ as long as they ended in Contact with each 
other,  or they could all  move together,  or '1' 
could move with '2' or '3', as long as  the 2/3 
ends in command.

9
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Type B- 
The MG is in Command with “1” via “2”.
The options this unit has is 

• Move the MG

• Move ‘1’ and ‘2’

• Move the whole Unit- as long as they 
finish together

Note  that  just  ‘1’  OR ‘2’  CANNOT MOVE 
without the other, as they are both rifles.
Type B - 
The  MG may rejoin  the  rifles,  or  the  Rifles 
may move.  The rifles could join the MG, or 
move away from it.  The MG may not move 
anywhere  else  except  to join the rifles,  so it 
gets into Command – because it is Type B it 
must START or END in Command.
Type C- 
The MG is in Command with “1” via “2”.
The options this unit has is 

• Move ‘1’ and ‘2’

• Move the whole Unit

Note  that  just  ‘1’  OR ‘2’  CANNOT MOVE 
without the other, as they are both rifles. The 
MG can not move on its own- Type C the MG 
must END in Command.
Type C- 
Similar to the example above.  The rifles have 
moved away from the MG- because it is Type 
C the MG CAN NOT have moved away from 
the  rifles.   If  the  player  decides  on  a  Move 
either the rifles move, OR the MG moves back 
into command.

Type D- 
When the unit  moves ALL bases must be in 
Command.   Remember  that  the  MG  is  in 
Command with the Section Leader '1' because, 
2 is In Command, and the MG is in Contact 
with 2.

Note that in Example 2 the unit will make slow progress if moving, as only 1 or the 3 
bases can move each turn, unit they come back into contact.

10
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Firing
A  Base  that  declares  firing  resolves  Fire 
Markers on a To Hit number of 5+

Fire Arcs
Though LoS is  360’,  firing may only take  place  to  the forward  180’.  HMGs are 
restricted to 45’ either side of straight ahead

You may NOT fire through a base at another base- even the enemy. You shoot at the 
stand in the way.

A Base may pivot up to 45' before firing, but the centre must stay in the same place. 
This is NOT considered a Move action.   Further than 45' is a Move action.

The  following  table  gives  the  number  of  attacks  per  stand.   There  are  two parts 
depending  on  whether  the  firer  is  moving  or  stationary.   Each  part  is  further 
subdivided.

Short- How many attacks for firing up to 30cm
Range- the limit the weapon can fire
Max- The number of attacks for firing between 30cm and the Maximum Range

Table 2: Weapon Stats- Dice fired, and ranges

Weapon Type Short Range Max
SMG 4 - -
Rifles 3 60 2
Auto Rifle 4 60 3
B.A.R. 4 75 3
LMG (Magazine) 5 75 3
LMG (Belt) 6 75 5
HMG 7 90 6

Subtract 1 die if the firer has a Kill marker.  

11

Illustration 3: Fire Arcs

HMGs may 
fire in this 
area

Rifles, LMGs and 
SMGs may fire in 
this area
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No dice are rolled by the firer. He simply states which unit is being fired at, and the 
target is marked with Fire Markers to show how many attacks it has suffered.  The 
first target base is the one closest to the firer.

Fire Markers are distributed equally among bases in Contact with the original, or in 
Contact with a base that has received a hit AND in Line of Sight.  Thus shots “chain” 
their way along a group of bases.  Note that it does not matter if bases are from the 
same unit, or even if it is friendly to the firer: - being in Contact with a base that has 
received a Fire Marker makes it eligible.  If the end of the chain is reached, then the 
hits start again at the first base

Example
Base “1” is the target.  It receives the 
1st hit. Base 2 receives the 2nd.  Even 
though “X” is from another unit, it is 
with in a base width of “2” so gets the 
third.  “4” is not in Contact with any of 
the bases that have received a hit,  so 
does  not  get  one.  “3”  is  in  a  base 
width,  but  the  cover  blocks  Line  of 
sight,  so  it  does  not  get  a  hit  either. 
The 4th shot is there for applied to base 
“1”, 5th to base “2” and so on.

Note-  the  next  fire  applied  to  this 
group starts at the closest to the new 
firer, not where the previous firer left of.  Thus if the group in the example were 
attacked again, and “1” was the closest again,  the first Fire Marker would still  go 
against it, not the base that would have been next.

Cover
If a unit is in cover (or receiving cover from linear cover) then after the number of 
Fire Markers it receives has been calculated, it discards one-  to a minimum of one. 
This happens with EVERY fire attack, calculated on the relationship between firer 

and target.  Cover is not cumulative- in woods behind a 
wall is still only one less marker.

EXAMPLE- X and Z are fire attacks each placing 10 Fire 
markers-  They  are  distributed  A-B-C-A-B-C-A-B-C-A, 
So  A receives  4,  B and  C have  3  Fire  Markers  each. 
Because they are behind the wall  from X, they receive 
only 3,2 and 2 respectively.  From Z they receive the full 
allocation.   Note that is there is a further fire attack from 
direction X, the reduction applies again.  However, if X 
had been 2 Fire markers, the discard by A and B would 

12
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have brought the Markers down to zero, so they still would have received 1 each.  As 
there is no third Fire Marker, C did not receive one anyway.

Note that if A, B and C in the  above example had been in woods then they would 
have received the cover bonus from both X and Z

Firing on the Move
All ranges for Units that fire on the move are 15cm, and they use the MAX column 
for the number of attacks.
Firing on the move is restricted to an arc of 45’ either 
side of the Direction of movement.

If the arrow is the direction that the base moves, it may 
only  fire  while  moving  at  targets  within  the  two 
diagonal lines.

Fire Markers are placed BEFORE any opportunity fire 
from the target.

HMGs, Anti tank weapons and mortars may NOT fire on the move.

Exception to fire resolution sequence.
If the target is in Short Range, and in the open- i.e. can not claim a cover bonus- then 
all Fire Markers, including those just placed are resolved IMMEDIATELY at the end 
of the current unit's activation, using a To Hit number of 5+

Restrictions on Firing

Concentration of fire
Bases that are in Contact, and from the same unit pool their dice if both are firing. 
They MUST fire at the same target.

Thus  if  two  (off  diagram)  bases  in  Contact  are  the  firers  in  Illustration  4:
Distributing Hit Markers on page  12, and they have 2 fire dice each, then 4 Hit 
markers are applied in one go, not 2 lots of 2.    This makes a difference, because 4 
Fire Markers means the Markers 'chain along' to base 'X'.  If 2 lots of 2 are applied, 
then bases 1 and 2 would each receive 2 hits.  Because they are applied as 4 Markers, 
Base 1 receives the first and fourth markers, Base 2 the second, and base 'X' the third. 

Presence of Friendlies
A base may not fire if a line drawn from the centre of their base and through the 
centre of the target base, passes with in a base width of a friendly base that is within 
short range.

13

Illustration 6: Fire Arc 
for Move and Shoot
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This is shown in Illustration 7: Safety zone for friendlies below.  The dotted line is the 
line centre to centre. 

A and B would stop the firer shooting, as they are close to the line of fire.  

C is over a base width away, so does NOT stop the base shooting.  
Although D is close to the line of fire, it is over 15cm- short range- so does NOT stop 
the firing.  Each firing base must be judged separately, as it is possible for 2 Bases in 
Contact to have different lines of fire.

Firing Summary
● Declare target Base.
● Work out total number of Fire Markers.
● Work out total number of Bases that will be affected (any Base within a Base 

width of the target, or within a Base width of a Base receiving Fire Markers).
● Divide  the  Fire  Markers  evenly  among  eligible  Bases,  extra  Markers  go 

against the closest bases.
● If a Base can claim cover, discard one of the Fire Markers from THIS FIRE 

ATTACK (only), to a minimum of 1.

14
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Hunker Down.

Bases that are Hunkering Down have a To Hit 
number of 6+

Hunkering Down is the men taking full advantage of all the cover they can.  A unit 
that Hunkers Down may do nothing else that turn- no firing, no movement.  Once the 
Fire Markers are resolved, that Base's turn ends.  If it is attacked in Close Combat it 
does not count as Suppressed just because it is Hunkered Down- it must actually be 
Suppressed.

Obviously Hunkering Down is the safest way to remove Fire Markers- the men are 
waiting for the storm of lead to pass before acting- if you are prepared to lose their 
chance to act this turn.

Deferring Activation
A Unit may defer Activation- i.e. not act at the point its card is drawn.  It may do this 
to  keep  its  Opportunity  action  available.   For  instance  a  Unit  in  ambush may be 
waiting for the enemy to appear.  It may act/react as any unactivated unit would.

The whole unit must defer- if even one Base acts, then the whole Unit is active.

15

With the greatest of respect Sir, keep yer ****ing head down.

British Army – Traditional.
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Hit resolution

Upon activation the bases of the activating unit state whether they are 
 Moving
 Firing
 Recovering
 Hunkering down.

These are all stated BEFORE any Fire Markers are resolved.

Once the actions have been stated the Fire Markers are resolved, base by base.

One die is used for each Fire Marker.  These dice are first thrown to see if any hits 
were achieved.  The hit number varies depending on what the base is going to do.

MOVING BASES- a 4 or more achieves a hit
FIRING or RECOVERING- a 5 or more is a hit
HUNKERING DOWN- a 6 is needed.

All dice that hit are rethrown, and the results compared, die by die, to the following 
table.

Table 3: Hit Resolution

Score Result
1 Miss- No effect. NOTE this is NOT now counted as a HIT- it is treated 

as a missed To Hit roll.
2 or 3 Pin.-  Base is marked as Pinned.  It may fire but not move.
4 or 5 Suppress- Base is marked as Suppressed. It may not fire or move.
6 Kill-  The base receives a Kill marker.  If it already has a Kill marker 

then it is removed from the game.  If this is its first Kill marker then also 
mark it as Suppressed.

Note the phrase “a Hit” means the base suffers a Pin, Suppress or a Kill.  A dice that 
'Hit' on the To Hit roll, then threw result '1' is a Miss.

If a Unit gets a Pin and a Suppress, then the Pin is ignored.  Results DO NOT stack- 2 
pins do not make a Suppress, 2 Suppresses do not make a kill.  Nor are their ‘double’ 
Pins and Suppresses.
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A Kill marker stays with the base for the rest of the game- it has suffered a permanent 
loss of manpower.  Note that this is no necessarily any dead men, rather it denotes a 
loss of combat power- possibly a wound serious enough for the casualty to have to 
leave the battle, or someone suffering from shock and stress that they are incapable of 
continuing effectively, or men to scared to fight.  It may not even be an individual on 
the three man base- it could be all three or four men represented are becoming less 
effective, and more likely to break.

Likewise the second Kill marker that 'Kills' the base may not be all 4 men dead- it 
could be they are in no mental state to continue.

Examples
1. A base has 3 Fire Markers. It is going to Move. 3 dice are thrown. Results are 

2, 4 and 6.  That is TWO hits.  These two hits are rolled- 3 and 5.  The Base is 
Suppressed (the Pin on 3 is ignored because of the Suppress).  It stays where it 
is and loses its Movement.  It can not fire.

2. If only a Pin had been achieved it still would have lost its move, but still can 
not fire, as it declared a Move.  Note- even if it was intending to fire while 
moving  it  can  not  fire.  Its  primary  action  was  Move,  and  this  has  been 
stopped- the men went to ground under the weight of fire.

3. A Base with 4 Fire Markers ‘Hunkers Down’, requiring a 6 to hit.  The 4 dice 
are thrown, and show 1,1,2,3- No hits.  Even though these throws would be no 
hits for any action, the Base can not change its mind and move- it declared a 
‘Hunker Down’

4. A Base declares “Fire” when it has 1 Fire Marker.  1 Die is thrown, a 4- not 
enough to hit as ‘Fire’ has a To Hit number of 5.  The base may fire.
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Recovering from hit effects

Bases  that  are  Recovering  have  a  To  Hit 
number of 5+.

To Recover from Pins and Suppresses a base may declare it is to Recover.  You may 
not declare Recover if you do not have any hit markers2 

Before recovery happens outstanding Fire Markers are resolved as per normal.  If any 
of these are a Hit, the recovery DOES NOT proceed, and the Base loses the rest of its 
activation.  

If it is NOT in Platoon Leader Command:

If the Fire Markers produce a WORSE result, then that worse result applies.  If it 
produces a Pin then the base still stays at whatever result it was on already.

Examples
●  A Base is Pinned and is trying to Recover. It receives 2 Hits. These produce a 

Pin and a Suppress: The base is now Suppressed, and the Recover is ignored.
●
●  A Base is Suppressed and receives a Pin while Recovering. The base STAYS 

Suppressed, and the Recover is ignored, because there was a Hit on it, even 
though it was a 'Lesser' hit.

●
● A Base is Suppressed, and all the Fire Markers Miss. The base can  attempt to 

Recover- there were no hits against it.

If it IS in Platoon Leader Command:
Resolve the Fire Markers as above BUT if the best result is a Pin then the status is 
downgraded to Pinned.  However a worse result- a Suppress when the base is Pinned- 
is still a Suppress.  

Examples
● A Base is Suppressed and in Platoon Leader command. The best Hit is a Pin. 

The base  becomes Pinned, because of the effect of the Platoon Leader.
● A Base is Pinned, with a Platoon Leader in command.  2 Hits are thrown. 

These produce a Pin and a Suppress: The base is now Suppressed.

2 This is here in case someone manages to work out a way to recover from the Hits for as yet 
unresolved Fire Markers- I don't think you can, as Hits stop the Recover, but just in case this 
makes it clear.  Now play nicely.
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Recovering
Once the Fire Markers have been resolved, and assuming no Hits have been scored, 
the Base may now  Recover.

The Hit marker is removed, and replace by Fire Markers

a) If it is a Pin marker it is replaced by 2 Fire Markers
b) If it is a Suppress marker, it is replaced by 4 Fire Markers

If the Base is under Platoon Leader command it receives 1 less Fire Marker (1 for Pin, 
3 for Suppressed).

The Base's activation is then ended.

Next time the Base activates it activates as normal, resolving the Fire Markers, along 
with any others it has acquired, as per normal when declaring its action (Fire, Move, 
or Hunker Down).3

3 Yes, this does mean trying to rally troops can make things worse for them, or even cause Kills. 
Think of it as the very act of the NCO or officer trying to get his men forward being the thing that 
breaks a man- being asked to put his head up and act.
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Opportunity Fire
Opportunity Fire is a special kind of Activation, that takes place during the opponent's 
turn.  It allows the non-active player to interrupt movement (only) and fire at bases of 
the active unit that are moving.
 

Procedure
Only Unactivated units are eligible to fire.  The Units wishing to fire must be able to 
see the moving unit.

After the Active player has indicated where all his Bases are moving to, the inactive 
player may immediately announce which of his Units are going to open fire.  All these 
Units are now considered to be activated, and can not activate if their card comes up 
later in the turn.

Arc of Fire restrictions still apply.  A Base may NOT pivot before firing.

Each Unit that is declared as Opportunity Fire resolves all hit markers on that Unit at 
5+, whether the Base is firing or not.  The reacting player may NOT add extra units to 
the Opportunity Fire once he starts resolving Fire Markers.

Platoon Leaders may NOT 'Lead' Opportunity Fire, though they may fire if in range 
and arc.

Once the Fire Markers on the firers are resolved, the allocation of their Fire Markers 
is resolved normally.  Remember Bases in Contact with another firing Base must fire 
at  the  same  Base-  their  attacks  are  aggregated  and spread  among  those  Bases  in 
Contact with the target as normal.  The Firer may choose any point of the move.

If multiple bases are moving then they are placed at the point that the firer wished to 
fire at.

For the firers to claim the moving Base is in the open, the mover must not have any 
part of the base in cover at the point the fire happens- this is to take account of the 
reaction time to notice and aim.   This effectively means that a gap of 3cm or less will 
not allow the firers to claim target as 'in the open'.   In the case of Bases moving 
together if one Base is in the open, then ALL are in the open.
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Resolving Hit Markers on moving Bases
Bases that were fired at whilst in cover.
These finish their movement, and the fire markers are placed at that point.

Bases in open at Max range.
If they are within 5cm of cover then they act as per point 1 (in cover).  If they can not 
reach cover- at least part of the base reach cover- then they are treated the same as 
point 3- 'Short Range' in open.

Short Range in Open
The moving Base IMMEDIATELY resolves the Fire Markers, using a Hit Number of 
4+.  If no Pins or Suppresses are achieved, then it may finish its movement, otherwise 
it stops at the point the fire occurred.

Split up Units
If a Base is moving in the open, and is Pinned or Suppressed it may get split from 
another Base that it must normally stay in Contact with- e.g. 2 type 'B' rifle Bases, that 
must  stay in Contact.   If  the other Base was not Pinned/Suppressed then it  MAY 
finish its movement, even if leaving them out of Contact.  On its next activation it 
MAY move, as long as it reaches cover.  If it can not reach cover, or doesn't want to, 
it stays where it is.    Thereafter either Base may only move if it brings them back into 
Contact with the other, or moves one towards the other for 15cm if the distance is too 
far to get back into Contact.

Basically if two Bases that normally must stay in Contact become split due to pins etc. 
while moving, they may only move to re-establish Contact as quick as possible.

Multiple Opportunity Fire.
Though all Opportunity Fire must be declared at the same time, it is possible that a 
Base that continues moving will come into Line of Sight of a Unit that could not see it 
at the point the original Fire was resolved.  In this case a second Opportunity Fire is 
allowed, but only by Units that COULD NOT SEE the mover at the time.

Opportunity Fire and Close Combat
Usually if the card for a Unit is draw after it has taken Opportunity Fire, then the 
Activation is skipped- it has already been taken.  However, if any of that Units Bases 
are in Close Combat then the Close Combat is resolved as per normal: see Resolving
Close Combat Fire Markers on page 26.
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Platoon Leaders.
Platoon Leader have second card in the deck (if possible the same card in the `sister 
suit'- e.g. [AC] and [AS]).

All Platoon Leaders are considered to be SMG armed. The Base represents a junior 
officer and/or the senior NCO in the unit, possibly with a runner, and maybe a radio 
man, etc.

When the first activation card comes out the Platoon Leader may either
● Activate normally, or
● Lead subordinates

If the second card comes out it may ONLY use this to activate to Lead. However it 
may not Lead if it has already used the first card to Lead 

If the Platoon Leader is going to lead it must first resolve all Fire Markers against it

To  `Lead'  one  (or  more)  sections/Bases  the  Bases  must  be  `In  Command'  of  the 
Platoon Leader. They may be from different units, but MUST BE subordinate to that 
Platoon Leader- i.e. 2 Platoon leader can not `Lead' 1 Platoon bases.

All Bases take this as their activation. If they have already activated this turn then 
they may not activate. They resolve Fire Markers as normal for being activated.

All Bases being lead must conduct the SAME action.

The Platoon Leader may also carry out this action. This is the only time he may carry 
out a second fire or movement action.

All firing units fire at the same base, but the Fire Markers `chain' along all those in 
contact as per normal.

All moving bases must end up `In Contact' with one another.

Not all bases need carry out the action- in this case the carry out no action. They must 
still resolve Fire Markers.

Bases may carry out the action even if the Base it is in Command via does not. They 
must still conform to `Type' (eg Type B rifles must stay together).

e.g. Base 1 is In Command of the Platoon Leader. Base 2 is In Command by virtue of 
being in Contact with Base 1. Base 2 may move even if the Platoon Leader and Base 
1 take no action.

Platoon leaders  may be  targeted  in  exactly  the  same  way as  any other  Base.   A 
Platoon Leader may use all the rules for being 'In Command' of a Platoon Leader.
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Company Commanders.
Company Commanders are exactly the same as Platoon Commanders, with the added 
benefit  they  can  Activate  Platoon  Commanders  in  the  same  way  as  Platoon 
Commanders can Activate Bases.  

Company Commanders can Activate any Base in their company.

Commander loss
If a commander is 'killed'- i.e. receives two Kill results, then all subordinate Bases 
immediately receive 2 Fire Markers.  If the Commander was 'In Command' of bases at 
the time of the 'kill' those bases all receive a third Fire Marker. 

Commanders  are  NOT replaced.   Though the  man  himself  would  be  replaced-  a 
second in command etc. for game purposes there is no replacement stand.

Section (Unit) Leaders
An a normal infantry Unit, Unit leaders are with one of the Rifle Bases.  In most Units 
within this game which one is not important.  Exceptions to this are Type A units, and 
where the Rifles get split (see Opportunity Fire).  In these cases which one the Unit 
leader  is  needs  to  be know, because of the  restrictions  for  moving needing to  be 
to/from a Unit.   You must be able to recognise the Base with the NCO on.  Unit 
Leaders have NO other effect on the game.
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Close Combat
A Base enters Close Combat if it comes in Contact (i.e. within 1 base width) of any 
enemy base.  It immediately stops movement, though the owning player can position 
it as close as he likes to the enemy base.  The Close Combat is resolved next time a 
base in Close Combat is activated by card draw.

Opportunity Fire and Fire Markers
Close  Combat  alters  the  Fire  Marker  resolution,  and  also  what  a  unit  can  do  on 
Opportunity Fire.

All Bases Currently Activated carry out their actions BEFORE any response form the 
targeted Base(s).

The MOVING Base may fire as normal for 'Move and Fire'.  If the firing means that it 
falls short because of the shorter movement then its move is over.

If, however, in gets to Contact the target Base then the target Base resolves all current 
Fire Markers immediately.   The Hit Number used depends on what the target Unit 
does.

1. If the target Unit has NOT been Activated it may choose to either:
a) Hunker Down.  All Fire Markers are resolved on a Hit Number of 

6, and the Base takes no further action before Close Combat
OR

b) Give Opportunity Fire.  It resolves Hit Markers with a Hit Number 
of 5+.  If it is still eligible to fire after this (i.e. not Suppressed) 
then it fires at the bases that entered Close Combat as per normal 
Opportunity  Fire  rules  EXCEPT if  the  attacking  Unit  is  at  any 
point  in  the  open  and  at  short  range  the  Markers  are  not 
immediately resolved.   NOTE. A Base may NOT fire once the 
attacker is 'in Contact'- i.e. A Base width from it.  This means that 
the defending Base may not be able to shoot at attackers as being 
in  the open if  they are  emerging  from cover/smoke-  e.g.  if  the 
cover/smoke is 4½ cm from the defenders.

All Hit Markers from the Opportunity Fire are brought into Close 
Combat.

2. If the Target Unit HAS activated already this turn then all current Fire 
Markers are resolved at 5+, but the Base takes no action before the 
Close Combat
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Once Close Combat is entered Bases in Close Combat may 
not carry out Opportunity Fire in later Activations. The rest 
of the Unit activating for Opportunity Fire does not resolve 
the Close Combat.  However, if the rest of the Unit does 
Opportunity  Fire,  and  then  its  card  is  drawn,  the  Close 
Combat  is  resolved,  though  no  other  Base  not  in  Close 
Combat may act (as per normal for Opportunity Fire).

Resolving Close Combat
Close Combat resolution is treated as a special kind of Fire Combat.

Upon one Base being Activated, ALL Bases in the combat are activated, no matter 
what their unit status, or which side they are on.

Close Combat is the LAST action to be resolved on a Units activation.  If the Unit has 
Bases  in  more  than  one  Close  Combat  the  Activating  player  chooses  order  of 
resolution.  All actions, including retiring from Close Combat (see page 27)

SMGs, and all Rifles fire as though at SHORT RANGE.
ALL OTHER (including B.A.R.) fire as though at LONG RANGE
WEAPON CREWS (eg HMG, mortar, Anti-Tank) have 2 dice.

Table 4: Close Combat Fire Dice

Weapon Type Fire 
Markers

SMG 4
Rifles 3
Auto Rifle 4
B.A.R. 3
LMG (Magazine) 3
LMG (Belt) 5
Weapon Crew 2
Suppressed 1

The -1 Fire Marker for having a Kill Marker counts. (NB the -1 weapon crews for 
firing Rifles has already been taken into account- see  Crewed Weapons Rules on 
page 30)

When a Close Combat is Activated, Fire Markers are NOT resolved as the first thing. 
Instead Bases involved are first marked with Fire Markers from those enemy they are 
in Contact with.

Allocating Fire Markers in Close Combat

Each base is  considered separately.   It  places Fire  Markers ONLY against  enemy 
Bases it is in Contact with.  Place one Fire Marker against each enemy in Contact, 
starting with the one closest to directly in front, then working away from there. If 
there are more Fire Markers than enemy, start again with the closest.  
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Base 1 has 4 Fire Dice.  It applies the first one to enemy B, the second to enemy C, 
and the 3rd to 'A'.  There are no more enemies in Contact, so the fourth and final die 
goes back to 'B'.  Note that with Close Combat there is no 'arc of fire' restriction, 
which is part of the reason HMG crews fight as 'Crews' with personal weapons, rather 
than using the MG.

Resolving Close Combat Fire Markers
Once all Bases in the Activated Close Combat have placed their markers, ALL bases 
involved resolve ALL Fire Markers, whether caused by Firing or those that have just 
been placed

Hit Determination
All Bases in Close Combat are hit on a 3+.  This is resolved the same as any other 
Fire Marker. 

Hit Resolution
For all dice that hit, Hit Resolution is thrown on the same table.  HOWEVER for 
Close Combat results DO stack. 

2 Pins become a Suppress 

2 Suppresses become a Kill. 

8 Pins would there for remove a base from the game: 8 Pins become 4 Suppress, 
which become 2 Kills- the second Kill removes the base.

In addition if the Base already has a Pin or Suppress marker from before the Close 
Combat was initiated this also counts towards the 'stacking'.

If at the end of the hit resolution the base has both a Suppress and a Pin, the Pin is 
ignored.  If a Base receives both a Kill and a Suppress it does NOT stack the Suppress 
from the Kill- only mark this Suppress if the base has no other Suppresses.

Further examples 

2 Pins and 1 Suppress →  2 Suppresses →  1 Kill 

3 Pins become 1 Suppress- the remaining Pin is lost. 

2 Pins, and a Kill → The 2 Pins become a Suppress.  The Suppress from the Kill is 
ignored, the Base already has a Suppress.

2 Pins, a Suppress and a Kill → The 2 Pins become a Suppress.  The two Suppresses 
become a Kill.  This Kill combines with the Kill from the dice throw, so removing the 
Base completely.

Continuing Close Combat
Once all Fire Markers are resolved then the Activating player  may either continue 
Close Combat, in which case all Bases in the combat reallocate Fire Markers, taking 
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into account the effects of the combat 
just finished for Kills and Suppresses, 
or declares a Retreat.  If he continues, 
the Fire  Markers  are  resolved  on the 
next  activation  of  a  Base  involved. 
The Pins and Suppresses from earlier 
Close Combats carry forward into the 
new one, and count for the stacking of 
Hit results.

Retreating from Close Combat
After all Hit resolution has been carried out, the side that Activated may announce it 
is retiring instead of continuing.  If a retire is announced, ALL Bases that are eligible 
to move MUST do so, even if they are not in the unit that Activated: as long as they 
are on the Activating side they may move.  Pinned and Suppressed Bases may NOT 
retire.

Retiring Bases move DIRECTLY AWAY from the closest enemy base, up to 6cm, 
but AT LEAST over a Base Width away- i.e. out of Contact.  All units that retire 
receive 1 Fire Marker.

Summary of Close Combat
● Activating Unit moves.
● If  any  Bases  are  in  Contact  with  an  enemy Base  Close  Combat  has  been 

entered.
● UNACTIVATED enemy Bases that have just been Contacted, and were not 

already in Close Combat may Hunker Down or Fire, (resolving Hit Markers 
they currently have as per normal)

● Previously Activated enemy Bases that have just been Contacted, and were not 
already in Close Combat resolve Hit Markers at 5+ but take no action.

● Each Base allocates Fire Markers to those enemy it is in Contact with.
● Next time any Base in Close Combat activates ALL Fire Markers for those in 

that Close Combat are resolved at a Hit Number of 3+
● Once the Fire Markers are resolved then the Activating player declares he will 

continue, in which case all Bases remark enemies still in Close Combat  OR 
retires ALL his Bases in the Close Combat still eligible to move.

● The next time any Base in the Close Combat is activated the new Fire Markers 
are resolved

Fire Markers from Close Combat are NOT resolved in the Activation they are placed.

Multiple Unit Close Combat.
It is possible for a multi unit Close Combat to resolve Close Combats for bases not in 
Contact with the Activating Base.

Extreme Example(see Illustration 9: Multi Base Combat):- Base 'A' Activates.  It is in 
Contact  with '1',  so  the Close Combat  Fire  markers  will  be resolved.  Because '1' 
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resolves, 'B' must resolve as it is in Close Combat with '1'. 'B' resolving will cause '2', 
and so on all the way to 'D'.  So although 'D' is no where near 'A', it is still involved.

Note  that  if  Base  '2'  was  not  present,  this  would  be  two separate  close  combats. 
However if a Unit had a Base in both (e.g. 'B' and 'C' are the same unit) then both 
would be resolved during the same activation. 

Joining Close Combat.
A Base moving into Contact with an enemy already in Close Combat just applies its 
Close Combat Fire Markers to those it is in Contact with- it does not start the Close 
Combat resolution,  as it  was not in Contact at the start of its move.   It may have 
picked up Opportunity Fire markers.  Because it is entering Close Combat these are 
carried into the Close Combat.  If it is in Contact with a Base that was not in the Close 
Combat the Activating Base is joining, that 'new' Base resolves Fire Markers etc as 
per the rules on page 24.

Leaders
Leaders have SMGs so place markers appropriately.  They may use the Lead rule to 
Activate Bases in Close Combat, thus resolving it, even if not in the Close Combat 
themselves.

Firing into Close Combat
This  is  limited  by  the  Presence  of  Friendlies rule  on  page  13.   However  if  Fire 
Markers are against any Base in Close Combat, they are resolved as part of the next 
Close Combat resolution.
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Close Combat Example

Note that if Grey had ended up with a Suppress from the Fire Marker resolution when 
they chose to fire, then Green would be better off.  'A' would not have been able to 
fire, and would only have placed 1 Fire Marker, which would have gone against 'X', 
but still received '6' Fire Markers back.
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Base 'X' fires at A, then moves.  Base 'Z' 
just moves, as it is over 10 cm from A, and 
would not other wise reach. A now has 4 
Fire Markers, 2, plus 2 from Fire and move 
by Base 'X'

The Green unit activates.  The Grey Base 
A already has 2 Fire Markers.

Base A chooses to Opportunity Fire, as it is eligible. The To 
Hit number is 5+ (for firing). The Rolls are 1, 3, 5 and 6. 
The 5 and 6 are rerolled: a 1 and a 3, resulting in a Miss and 
a Pin. It can still fire. It fires at '2', and places 3 Hit Markers 
(Rifles,  Close  Range).  The  1st goes  on  Base  'X',  the  2nd 

'chains' to Base 'Z'. The 3rd goes back to 'X', as there are no 
more eligible bases after 'X'. 

A

Z

X

P

2

1

A
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All bases place Fire Markers for Close Combat.  In this case 
all  are rifles, so all  have 3.  'X'  and 'Z'  place all  of theirs 
against 'A' as the only eligible target.  'A' starts with 'X' as 
the  base to  its  front,  then  onto 'Z',  and  having ran  out  of 
targets, the 3rd goes back to 'X'.  These Fire Markers are all 
resolved at 3+ next time either unit activates.
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Part II  Additional/Optional Rules–
Crewed Weapons
Crewed weapons are Bases that represent heavier weapons, usually commanded by 
the Platoon Leader, or attached at Company level.  These are :

➢
➢ Heavy Machine Guns (HMG)
➢ Mortars
➢ Anti-Tank Weapons

Weapon Crews are a special kind of Rifle Base. Though the weapon crews (especially 
the 'Number 2' and NCO) may have their own personal weapons these are a secondary 
purpose.  In addition having to carry/take care of the weapon restricts what they can 
do.  They therefore share the following rules and restrictions.

● When firing as 'Rifles' they suffer -1 die.
● They may not fire the weapon and rifles on the same turn.
● They may not move and fire – even as rifles.
● They  may  never  move  into  Contact  with  an  enemy,  thus  starting  Close 

Combat
● In Close Combat they suffer -1 die (this is already shown in the Close Combat 

values table).
● They may become 'Unloaded'.  This represents them either actually unloaded 

(like a AT weapon) or not ready for combat  (like a HMG or mortar  after 
movement).

Heavy Machine Guns
HMGs are usually a Company 'asset'.  They may be called a 'Platoon' but there could 
well  be only a  Section/Squad's  worth of  soldiers.    They have  their  own Platoon 
Leader.  He replaces the Section Leader for purposes of Command Types (as per page 
8).  HMG platoons are all Command type “C” - On moving the HMG must END in 
command.

Movement
HMG  Units  may  only  MOVE  when  the  Platoon  Leader  activates.   This  is  an 
exception to the need to be In Command to activate with the Platoon Leader.  When 
the Platoon Leader activates all Bases in the HMG Unit may move as long as they 
END in command.  

HMG Bases NOT in command may NOT fire on a Platoon Leaders activation.
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Unloaded
Any HMG base that moves is marked as Unloaded.  A Base marked Unloaded takes 
an entire activation to set up.
Exception:- If the HMG pivots on the spot , and makes no actual change of location it 
is NOT Unloaded.

Sustained Fire.
A HMG may declare 'Sustained Fire' upon activating.  It resolves Fire Markers as for 
normal fire combat i.e. on 5+.  If still eligible to fire it is marked as “Sustained Fire”. 
This  represents  continued  sweeps  of  firing,  rather  than  targeting  anything  in 
particular.

ANY Base that moves through the HMG arc of fire and in range they receive 2 Fire 
Markers as per Resolving Hit Markers on moving Bases on page 21.

Unlike Opportunity Fire these hits are marked any time ANY Base (even friendly) 
passes through the arc of fire, so the HMG may get to place more than 7 dice (in 
multiples of two).  In addition it does NOT have to resolve Fire Markers each time.  It 
continues to fire until its next activation.

For each Base that is marked the HMG rolls 1 die.  On a 1 it is marked 'Unloaded'- the 
belt is ended, the barrel needs changing, the coolant needs topping up etc.

Such arcs are of course cumulative- if a Base passes through and area covered by 3 
HMGs it receives 6 Fire Markers.  Obviously each HMG makes the roll to see if it is 
'Unloaded'.

The Sustained Fire ends when it is next Activated- i.e. when it has to resolve Fire 
Markers.

If an HMG unit defers activation (see page 15) then the Sustained Fire ends: the crew 
are waiting for something, so are not firing.

'Extra' Bases.
Some HMGs may show '+1' in the army list.  This is because they had a 5 or 6 man 
crew, and so have an extra base.  This extra Base is not a normal combat base.

● The Extra Base must touching the HMG Base at all times, though its actual 
location is not important.

● The next Fire Marker after one that is placed on the HMG must be placed on 
the Extra Base.

● Any Base that is involved in Close Combat with the HMG is always also in 
Close Combat with the Extra Base, and again the Extra Base will always be 
the next one to receive Fire Markers.

● Likewise, if the Extra Base receives a Fire Marker before the HMG, the HMG 
is always next.
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● Although nominally a Rifle Base it may only fire as Opportunity Fire against 
enemies  advancing in  to  Close Combat,  and take part  in  Close Combat  as 
normal.

● The Extra Base always resolves hits at the same To Hit number as the HMG.

Kill  markers  are  always  transferred  from  the  HMG  to  the  Extra  Base. 
Suppresses and Pins stay with the HMG: a man replaces a dead comrade, but won't 
put his head up!

Mortars
Light mortars that are integral to the platoon are always Command Type C, under the 
command of the Platoon Leader. They require a small amount of book-keeping by the 
player, who will need to note target, amount and type of bombs. 

A mortar that moves is marked as “Unloaded”

Light Mortars may fire Smoke, HE or Flare. Smoke and HE have a MINIMUM range 
of 10cm (i.e. can not be fired at a point closer than that), and a maximum of 100cm. 

Mortar fire must be ordered by the Platoon Leader. On activation `Call Mortar' is an 
available action. It is a form of Firing- the Fire Marker to hit number is 5+, and he 
may not `Call  Mortar'  if  Suppressed.  The Platoon Leader  must  be able  to see the 
target, and be within 30cm of the mortar. If the target is a Base/Unit then the Mortar 
must also be able to see the target at the point it fires. 

The Platoon Leader then notes the target base/point, type of ammunition, and number 
to be fired. This supersedes any previous order.  He may mix the order of the bombs - 
“2 smoke, then 3 H.E.”

If  the mortar  is  Unactivated then it  may immediately fire the first  ordered round. 
From then  on  an  mortar  with  orders  to  fire  will  fire  one  round every  time  it  is 
activated, at the target of the last order (unless it is a Base that goes out of sight).

Firing the mortar

A mortar with fire orders resolves Fire Markers normally, on a 5+, and may not fire if 
Suppressed.  A mortar under fire orders has a choice to instead Hunker Down, as per 
normal, if it has 4 or more Fire Markers against it.  A Mortar with fire orders MUST 
fire, unless eligible to Hunker Down.

Place a square Base on the intended landing point.
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Bomb Deviation
Roll  a  die-  that  gives  the  deviation  from the  aiming  point  of 
where the bomb actually lands.

1. Long Left
2. Long 
3. Long Right
4. Short Left
5. Short
6. Short Right

Note  that  the  '2-5'  line  is  the  direction  of  fire,  with  the  '5' 
pointing directly back to the mortar,  and the '2'  directly away 
from it.

The firer then rolls 1 die if the mortar can see the target, or 2 dice added together if 
they can not.  This is the distance the template moves along the previously determined 
deviation.

Example: The mortar player rolls a '4' followed by 3 and 6.  The template is moved 
back and to the left for 9 cm.

H.E.
If the bomb is H.E. (High Explosive) then ANY Base that has ANY part under the 
deviation template receives 6 Fire Markers.  ANY Base within a Base width (i.e. 'In 
Contact') from the template receives 4 Fire Markers.

Smoke
Smoke effect is reliant on the direction and strength of the wind.  As mentioned on 
page 8 wind strength should be set at the start of the game.  If not set then, wind is 
'Medium' from the Allies left, and blows along the table parallel to the table edges, 
straight across the table.

The process for firing smoke is exactly the same as for H.E. for deviation etc.  If the 
mortar has not activated this turn, it may fire the smoke immediately.  Otherwise it 
fires  on  its  next  activation.  The  deviation  roll  is  made,  as  above.  Once  the  final 
location  of the round is  found replace  the deviation  template  with a  Smoke Base 
(same size as a normal base).   From this point on extra smoke may be added every 
time the Joker is draw, depending on wind strength, until the smoke screen reaches a 
maximum size, then it may start to clear, starting with the base that were placed first, 
again removal happens when the Joker is drawn.
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What happens to the smoke depends on the wind strength.

● STILL. If  the wind is still  (i.e.  no 
or  very  little  breeze)  the  original  smoke 
base  stays  in  place  for  the  rest  of  the 
game.  It does not spread.

● LIGHT. The  first  time  a  Joker  is 
drawn place a second smoke marker next 
to and downwind of the first.  These stay 
in position for the rest of the game.

● MEDIUM The  first  time  a  Joker  is 
drawn place a second smoke marker next 
to and downwind of the first.   The next 
time the Joker is drawn remove the first 
base,  and  then  finally  the  next  Joker 
removes the second base.

● STRONG The  first  time  a  Joker  is 
drawn place a second smoke marker next 
to  and  downwind  of  the  first.  The  next 
time  a  joker  is  drawn  remove  BOTH 
markers.

Effects of Smoke
Smoke blocks Line of Sight.  Draw a line between the centres of the two Bases, if it 
crosses any part of a smoke base then Line of Sight is blocked.  If a Base emerging 
from smoke is 'in Contact' with an enemy, and starts close combat, without the centre 
of the base leaving the smoke then the defender may not carry out ANY reaction. 
Any Fire Markers are resolved as part of the Close Combat.

Other Weapons

Flame-throwers
A flame-thrower squirts a jet of flammable liquid which is ignited as it  leaves the 
nozzle.  In the game it has special rules.

A flame-thrower Base represents 1 man with a weapon.  He may never use any other 
weapon- he may not swap for rifle etc.

If a flame-thrower receives just 1 Kill marker, then he is killed.

A  flame-thrower  uses  this 
template.  It  is  3cm wide,  by 
9cm  long.  The  arrow  shows 
the  direction  of  aim.   Before 
firing  the  player  nominates  a 
single  target.   The  flame-
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Illustration 11: Laying Smoke 
markers.  'A' Is the first base 
to  be  laid,  and  is  placed 
where  the  deviation  marker 
finishes.   Note  that  it  is  
aligned  with  the  wind 
direction.   If  the smoke is to  
spread  (because  the  wind  is  
not 'Still') then next base laid 
is  base  'B'-  touching  and 
aligned  with  'A'.   In  a  
'Medium' wind 'A' is removed 
first.

A B

Direction of Wind
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thrower base is rotated to be facing the target,  and the template is placed with the 
point at the centre of the front edge of the flamer-thrower base, and the arrow at the 
closest part of the target.  ANY Base with ANY part of it under the template receives 
4  Fire  Markers.  Note these are  not  distributed like  normal  shooting-  EACH Base 
receives 4.

A flame-thrower has a maximum 'move and fire' movement rate of 6cm- falling over 
while spraying flame is not a good idea, so you want to go careful!

When a flame-thrower Base resolves Fire Markers against it, it always adds one extra 
die (regardless of how many it  has).   Being strapped to a large tank that  may go 
BOOM is a nerve-wracking experience!
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Part III  Vehicles–
Vehicles are divided into 

● Armour – i.e. tanks
● Partially armoured – i.e. Universal carriers
● Unarmoured – i.e. trucks

Tanks
Tanks can be either Unbuttoned or Buttoned.  Unbuttoned means that one or more of 
the crew (usually at least  the commander) have their hatches open, and are sitting 
partially out of them.  While this gives them greater visibility, it does mean they are 
exposed to bullets  and shrapnel.  Buttoned means they are inside with all  hatches 
closed up.  This restricts visibility, but is safer. 

Tank Aspects

45' either side of the centre line of the tank is the Front arc.  
Anything behind a line drawn across the front of the tank is the side arc.
The gap between- behind the front, but in front of the side is the flank arc.

To claim Flank or Side arc attackers must be completely behind the line.

The hull machine gun, and the main gun of any tank/tank destroyer etc may only fire 
through the Front arc.
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● Sherman 'A' is in the FRONT arc

● Sherman 'B' is in the FLANK

● Sherman 'C' is (just) in the SIDE

Note  that  it  is  NOT where  the  Line  of  Sight 
passes  through  –  it  is  the  position  of  the 
observer.

Each arc is given an armour rating.  Note that 
the Flank arc is more than the Front.  This is 
because the shot still hits the front, but because 

it is on a diagonal the EFFECTIVE armour thickness is 40% greater.

Activation
Tanks (and all vehicles) are activated the same way as normal units.  One tank is one 
unit.  However if a two or more tanks are on a road and in 'convoy', with 15cm or less 
gap between them, they may all activate when any one tank does.  All the activating 
tanks MUST be on the road, and within 15cm of the one in front, and heading the 
same way.

Movement

Firing

Tanks vs Infantry
World War 2 tanks usually had a hull machine gun.  This may fire whether the tank is 
buttoned or unbuttoned.  It is classed as an HMG, and operates in exactly the same 
way EXCEPT it does not need setting up (obviously) so does not become 'Unloaded' 
when it/the tank moves.  As noted above, it may only fire through the FRONT arc.

If a tank is 'Unbuttoned' then it may fire it's pintle mounted machine gun- the one on 
the commanders cupola etc. It may NOT fire this if it is buttoned- the hatch is closed. 
This is exactly like the hull machine gun, except it may fire 360' (i.e. all around).
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Part IV - Army Lists

The Allies

US
Command Type A.

Squad. 
Auto Rifle x 3
OR
Auto Rifle x 2  plus B.A.R. x 1

Platoon
3 Squads plus 
Platoon Leader with  SMG.  
1 Light Mortar
1 A/T team (Bazooka)

• Optional: 1 extra B.A.R. in one Squad (late ’44) or 
• Optional: 2 extra B.A.R.s each in different Squads (Early ’45)

Company

UK
Command Type B

Section
Rifle x 2, Magazine LMG

Platoon
3 Sections plus Platoon Leader with  SMG

● Optional: 1 extra Magazine LMG in one Section

USSR
Command Type D
Section
2-3 bases made up of Rifles, SMG

● Optional: Magazine LMG

Platoon
3-4 Sections plus Platoon Leader with  SMG
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The Axis

Germany
Command Type D
Section
Rifle x 2, Belt Fed LMG

Platoon
3 Sections plus Platoon Leader with  SMG
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Part V  Vehicle Lists–
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Part VI  Extras–
Markers
The game needs a number of markers to show the status of units- Pinned, Suppressed 
and Kill markers, as well as Fire Markers and Unit identifiers.  What you use is up to 
you- you may have a number of figures already, such as a dead figure for a kill.  

Fire Markers may be more of a problem, partly due to the number you may need. 
Small dice could be used, as could counters etc, though some gamers like to keep the 
table free of such items as they detract from the appearance.  Another option is a 'code 
wheel' arrangement, where the top disk has a slot cut in so the number on the bottom 
disk can be seen- the number disk being turned to show the number of hits.  The top 
can be landscaped to fit in.  

However here are markers if you do not already have anything suitable. Below are Hit 
markers – each one is ¾ cm square. On the next page are status and identification 
markers - they are 1½ cm- a quarter of a Base.  

If printed/photocopied onto green card they will be less obtrusive.  If you are willing 
to put a bit more work in, you can make the counters heavier by sticking the card to 
the back of a cheap self-adhesive floor tile before cutting up- though you will need a 
really good pair of scissors for this.

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9
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A♠ A♣ A♥ A♦ Pinned Pinned Pinned

K♠ K♣ K♥ K♦ Pinned Pinned Pinned

Q♠ Q♣ Q♥ Q♦ Pinned Pinned Pinned

J♠ J♣ J♥ J♦ Pinned Pinned Pinned

T♠ T♣ T♥ T♦ Pinned Pinned Pinned

9♠ 9♣ 9♥ 9♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

8♠ 8♣ 8♥ 8♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

7♠ 7♣ 7♥ 7♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

6♠ 6♣ 6♥ 6♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

5♠ 5♣ 5♥ 5♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

4♠ 4♣ 4♥ 4♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

3♠ 3♣ 3♥ 3♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

2♠ 2♣ 2♥ 2♦ Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Supp-
ressed

Unload Unload Unload Unload Unload Unload
Sustain

Fire

Sustain

Fire

Sustain

Fire
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